What’s New? Energy Management
Overview
The latest ARCHIBUS version adds a Utility Analysis Console to Energy Management. Energy managers who
need to make strategic decisions on energy can use this console can get a full overview for energy choices
as they prioritise their remediation budget for retrofits or strive to meet yearly cost reduction targets. They
can also act on conditions they find by creating capital project requests for energy remediation, initiating
an assessment project on an underperforming building, or sending an auditor out to perform a sustainability
audit on sites with incomplete information.

Comparisons and Metrics
The side-by-side view of buildings, their performance and performance histories, identifies which buildings
are performing well and which are performing poorly and may require action. Different metrics present the
proper perspective for buildings of different types: Energy use per person may be a more telling metric for
office space, while energy use per area is better for evaluation of manufacturing and warehouse space.
The console can also drill into building detail to present the historical and seasonal perspective of energy
use to show the impact of completed remediation actions or to view the changing energy usage pattern
of the organisation.
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What’s New? Energy Management
Supporting Business Activities
The console can also summarise the
organisations and activities which that
building and its energy spend supports.
Engineering, for instance, may run
more workstation computers and test
equipment 24x7.
The console also presents projects such
as renovations or enterprise moves. In
this way, energy managers can identify
buildings that may have spiked energy
consumption for justifiable reasons, such
as intensive team space moves and
higher occupancy due to assembling
the team for mission-critical projects. By
the same token, buildings with intensive
lab or computing equipment may show
a justifiably higher energy use to support
that part of the mission.

Meters and IoT
If you have connected ARCHIBUS to
sub-meters or IoT devices to monitor
actual consumption, the console gives
you access to this granular meter level
data. These sub-meters can help divide
out energy costs for energy intensive
areas or for spaces that are sub-leased
to other organisations.
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